Los Aurora brings together a group of talents that emerged from the Higher Music Education School of Taller de Músics. The young cantaor Pere Martínez, Max Villavecchia, Javi Garrabella and Joan Carles Mari. Together with Jose Manuel Álvarez the group undertake this musical adventure that will travel through the most popular songs of the composer Manuel de Falla to evolve towards languages that transgress the traditional sonorities and explore the fusion with other aesthetics.

Pere Martínez is one of the young flamenco values of our house with greater projection. In all his works, the cantaor shows an intimate and personal proposal worked with intensity and attitude that captivates the audience.

PERE MARTINEZ · voice
MAX VILLAVECCHIA · piano
JAVIER GARRABELLA · bass guitar
JOAN CARLES MARI · drums
JOSE MANUEL ÁLVAREZ · baile
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Click the image to listen to the album

MEDIA HAVE SAID OF LOS AURORA...
"Aurora, in fact, is the last cry for liberty among a gender that, for ges, has no fear to express itself in communion with other genres", Paco Sánchez Múgica, La Voz del Sur.

"Aurora, the flamenco that makes you cry and recites Dante". "They surprised the audience in 2017, and in just one year, the band has been entrusted with the task of opening Ciutat Flamenco, the most important festival of the genre in Barcelona", Silvia Cruz Lapeña (Vanity Fair)

"Aurora has a great present and a spectacular future. They have everything to succeed, to make the public enjoy with their art", José López Pérez, No Solo Cine.

"Long live Aurora. Go and see them, they will soon be highly required", Pilar Sampietro (Mediterráneo, Radio 3)